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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT TO AGM 9th OCTOBER, 2008

Community Councils were set up to "help make local authorities and other public bodies aware of the opinions, needs and preferences of the communities they represent" and to take such action as appears expedient and practicable. Different Councils do this in different ways. Some are proactive, some reactive. Some organise everything , some organise nothing. We try to be proactive, and we organise where there is a gap that needs to be filled.       

Our own community is extraordinarily lucky to have so many voluntary bodies independent of the Community Council undertaking key tasks. A prime example is the Carnegie Hall where, following its refurbishment, Stan Mitchell and Kenny Aitken and the Hall Group are working so hard to ensure its on-going success. Another is the Gala Committee, which organised a resoundingly successful event this summer. The revived Tarbat Crack has more than exceeded expectations, and is very much the voice of the Tarbat community. The Harbour Group fought against swingeing increases in berth rentals. The Community Council has continued to give practical support to these bodies whenever required, and they in turn have given reciprocal support to the  Community Council.

Other voluntary activities are organised from within the Community Council itself. One of these was once again the well supported Beach Clean-up operation, organised by Moira Aitken. Another was the planting in the tubs and maintenance through the summer, which was master minded by Ellie Kuiff. Many thanks to her and all who have helped. Moira, Ellie and Ann Mackay also provided invaluable support in our on-going efforts to design and to secure funding for "Operation Facelift Portmahomack".  Funding remains the main obstacle and this will probably not be resolved until the Scottish Government finishes its labyrinthine exercises on "Leader" funding; meanwhile we have made some progress on design, thanks particularly to Ken Birks, and we need to get firm costings. Portmahomack deserves nothing but the best!

So far as representing the views of  the community are concerned, we have had another busy year. Progress on affordable housing took a huge step forward with the work on the Albyn Housing site, though the proposed   shared equity housing near Knockshortie remained at a stalemate. Following the re-organisation of the Highland Council we developed much better relations with TEC Services, and they allocated a greater proportion of their funds to Easter Ross and put our wish list of projects on to their agenda. This quickly resulted in several improvements in the roads leading to Portmahomack and some works in Portmahomack itself, though progress seems to have slowed of late. The Community Council also reflected overwhelming local opposition to a proposed "Music Festival" at the Caledonian Hotel and to its proposed use of public funds: the "event" was overtaken by other events - but, incredibly, not before some public funds had been awarded to the organisers!  A particularly controversial issue was the relocation by the Highland Council of the recycling bins. Robust representations were received about both the proposed new locations. The recent Community Council election offered the chance to consult the whole electorate, and the result was a 73% vote in favour of locating the bins at the first car park.

Another consequence of the Highland Council re-organisation was the setting up of Wards with a Ward Manager, a Ward Forum and in our case three Highland Councillors. Caroline MacAskill was the first Ward Manager, and she made it far easier to contact the Highland Council and to get things done. The Ward Forum is primarily designed to allow the scrutiny, particularly by representatives of the Community Councils, of Council services. The jury is, to my mind, still out on whether Council officials can be made accountable or whether the Forum will just be a talking shop. Thus I have failed (at four successive meetings!) to get an answer on how many people in our area are on the social housing list, or on when they are going to cease to classify applicants from our community as "Seaboard Villages". We live in hope. Meanwhile our three Highland Councillors, Alan Torrance, who is the primary contact for Tarbat,  Richard Durham and Alasdair Rhind continued to serve, and to maintain excellent working relationships with, our community.

One of the biggest events of our year was the recent Community Council election. We had a full scale election for the first time. 371 people, no less than 67% of the electorate, voted - truly astonishing figures for an election without canvassing, leaflets or posters. This gives our newly elected Community Council a very real democratic mandate. A lot of work was involved, and we owe a debt of gratitude to our new Ward Manager, Carol Elliot to those who helped with the count and, above all, to Moira Aitken who bore the major part of the burden.

In conclusion, may I also pay tribute to Moira for her indefatigable service as Secretary. The terms of office of Sandra Grant, Alastair Maclean, Ann Mackay (who served as Vice Chairman) and Ellie Kuiff (who was not only queen of the flower tubs but also our Treasurer)  ended during the year or will end to-night. I would like to place on record the debt of gratitude Tarbat owes both to them and to those who continue to be members of the Community Council for performing, willingly and with good humour, (unpaid!) public duties. 
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